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Religious Leaders To Discuss Energy Crisis, Strip Mining

A special hearing concerning the energy crisis and strip mining will be held at Clisby Valley College on March 14, 18, and 19. This hearing, sponsored by the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility and the Commission on Religion in Appalachia, is designed to allow an open discussion on the role and responsibility of national corporations engaged in strip mining and the energy crisis.

The hearing will provide a forum for expression of a variety of views on the strip mining subject. Those invited to give testimony and present documentation include representatives from government agencies involved in strip mine regulation, public interest groups concerned about legislative and corporate action in the area.

Tribute To Musical Families Planned For Seminar

The Appalachian Mountain Music Seminar will be offering a tribute to the Powers Family and the Carter Family in the first session of the seminar on Wednesday, March 5th. Mrs. Jeanette Carter, member of the Carter Family, and hopefully Mrs. Eugene Isenon and her sisters of the Powers Family will be joined in this tribute by Tracy and Eloise Schwartz.

The Schwartzes are accomplished musicians who play in a style considered similar to that of the Carters and Powers.

Mr. Schwartz has been a member of the "Lost City Ramblers" since 1982 and has recorded with them. He will talk about what changes have taken place in the old time style and the urban areas. The public is invited to attend.

Gibson To Speak

Dr. John Gibson will be lecturing on the subject: "Urban Rehabilitation: A Systems Approach" in the New Administration Building Lecture Hall on Tuesday, March 5, at 1:40 p.m. Dr. Gibson is the Commonwealth Professor and Dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science at the University of Virginia at Charlottesville.

Classes will be on a Convocation Schedule to allow all students interested to attend. The schedule will be as follows:

- 8:40-9:45
- 9:55-11:00
- 11:10-12:15
- 12:35-1:30
- 1:40-2:40
- 2:50-3:55
- 4:05-5:10

Civil Service Exam

April 6th

The Federal Service Entrance Examination will be administered at Clisby Valley College on a walk-in basis on Saturday, April 6th. The test, open to college seniors, will begin at 9:00 a.m. in Room 202 of the Science Building on the College Campus. Details and registration information are available in the Student Aid Office. According to personnel of the Student Aid Office, registration and application completion should be done as quickly as possible.
A Commentary Around Campus

Editor's Note: This section was written by the Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity, CVC Chapter far publication in the Phi Sigma Kappa Alumnus of February 139 and later. Due to the fact that only three members of the chapter were still at the college at that time, the entire content was written by the fraternity members except for the portion written by the president of the college. The end result was a good example of some of the things that can be accomplished when individuals work together toward a common goal.

The Energy Crisis: Some Gas Line Reflections

The Highland Cavalier recently conducted an opinion survey on the fuel shortage and gasoline rationing. The survey was taken on February 23, 1974, and involved 300 students. Of those surveyed, 70 percent felt that gasoline shortages would last more than six months. Only 30 percent predicted that gasoline shortages would last less than six months.

The results of the survey indicate that students are aware of the seriousness of the situation and are concerned about the future. It is hoped that this awareness will lead to more responsible use of gasoline and other resources.

A Bernard Tate Poem...

The Impeachment Committee Announces Plans

The CVC Committee to Impeach the President will hold its organizational meeting on Wednesday, March 21, 1974, at 7:30 p.m. in the CVC academic building. The meeting will be open to the public, and all interested students are invited to attend.

The committee is currently reviewing the evidence gathered during its investigation of the President's alleged misconduct. If the evidence warrants, the committee will present its findings to the CVC Board of Trustees. The Board is expected to render a decision on the matter within the next few weeks.

News From Phi Sigma Kappa

Phi Sigma Kappa and the Gas Shortage

Before the gas shortage, we didn't give a damn about gas prices. But when the President called for rationing, we all felt the pinch. Then the President announced that Phi Sigma Kappa was going to hold a series of events to help raise money to fight the gas shortage.

The first event was a benefit concert, which was held on February 21, 1974. The concert featured some of the best musicians in the area, and the attendance was tremendous. The proceeds from the concert were used to buy more gasoline for the college. The second event was a bake sale, which was held on February 23, 1974. The sale was a huge success, and the proceeds were used to buy more gasoline for the college. The third event was a benefit football game, which was held on February 25, 1974. The game was a huge success, and the proceeds were used to buy more gasoline for the college.

The Impeachment Committee, which was established to investigate the President's alleged misconduct, is currently reviewing the evidence gathered during its investigation of the President's alleged misconduct. If the evidence warrants, the committee will present its findings to the CVC Board of Trustees. The Board is expected to render a decision on the matter within the next few weeks.

Intramural Statistics

Team Power Ratings

In the Intramural Sportmanship Ratings, Phi Sigma Kappa was rated the highest with a score of 88%. The second highest rating was received by the Omega Chi fraternity with a score of 84%. The lowest rating was received by the Alpha Xi Delta sorority with a score of 72%.

Intramural Sports

The Intramural Committee, which was established to promote and manage intramural sports, has announced that the Intramural Sports will be held on the campus of the College of William and Mary. The Intramural Sports will be held on the campus of the College of William and Mary. The Intramural Sports will be held on the campus of the College of William and Mary. The Intramural Sports will be held on the campus of the College of William and Mary. The Intramural Sports will be held on the campus of the College of William and Mary.
CVC Girls "Red Hot"
In Williamsburg

by D. Wood

The Red of Clinch Valley College attended the William and Mary Sports Day tournament at Williamsburg, Feb. 22, 23, and came out smelling like a rose. The final team CVC encountered was West Hampton. Clinch Valley led throughout the game only to lose in the fourth quarter by a score of 39-23. The Red led at the end of the first quarter 16-6 and led at the half 16-12. West Hampton tied it up the third quarter at 25 and outscored CVC 1-3 in the final frame for the slim 6 point victory. Nancy Jones led Clinch Valley with 13 points followed by Robin Robinson with 4, Margie Mabe with 4, Jenny Chapman with 3, and Kathy Mullins added 1.

On the 22nd, the Red rebounded with an impressive 39-22 win over Stratford. The continually improving girls outscored their opponents in every quarter in stalling this big victory. Clinch Valley had doubled Stratford's score at the half 22-11 and rolled on with tenacious precision for the final 39-23 victory. CVC was led in scoring by Nancy Jones and Robin Robinson with 19 each.
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"Big Red" Wins Again
Milligan Falls

by D. Wood

Clinch Valley College has witnessed a rejuvenated girl's basketball team. After a slow start this year, CVC has come on strong the past five games. The closest victim to the improved "Reds" growing list of wins was Milligan College on Thurs. Feb. 23rd.

The Red used a well balanced attack to tag the 46:31 drubbing on the Buffaloes. Clinch Valley College led at 35-23 at the end of the third quarter and outscored Milligan College by 26 points in the fourth quarter for the final 61-31 victory. CVC was led in scoring by Robin Robinson with 14 followed closely by Nancy Jones with 12 and Becky Beverly with 10. Kathy Mullins added 7, Lynn Austin contributed 2 and Jenny Chapman contributed 4.

Jenny Chapman contributed 4, Kelly Kings, and Becky Beverly added 8. Clinch Valley kept the big Red Machine rolling as their next victim, Newport hit the dust. The Red has to really hustle for this hard fought win. Newport led at the end of the first quarter 13-4 and increased their lead to 18-14 at the half. That is left to wonder as to what magic formula coaches Myers and Pace came up with at the half but whatever it was- it worked. CVC came back from their half time rest running, and run they did! The Red outscored their victims 15-6 the third quarter to take a slim 38-24 lead then completely annihilated their opponents in the fourth and final quarter 17-4 for a well deserved 43-32 win.

Robin Robinson was the leading scorer with 16 points followed by Nancy Jones with 10. Jenny Chapman and Becky Beverly contributed 6 each and Gall King contributed 4. The "New" Red seem to be an entirely different team now. The girls and coaches have worked hard and deserve their recent success.
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